When you have skin that’s so sensitive, you swear rainwater even causes irritation, introducing a serum into your routine and getting the type of result you want can be a total toss up. It’s the MVP of your skincare lineup, but serum is also a heavy concentration of ingredients, which can be a lot for reactionary or a weakened complexion to handle. Making the product work (and it is possible!) comes down to picking a bottle made with a blend that soothes, strengthens, and support’s your skin in the gentlest way possible. Here, we rounded up a few tried-and-true options that have given nothing but TLC to our hypersensitive faces.

1. VOTRE VU ATTENTIVE FORTIFYING SÉRUM

This serum takes care of upping hydration levels thanks to ingredients like hyaluronic acid, glycerin, and castor oil, all while taking care of your other complexion needs, like balancing sebum with kelp that also acts as an anti-inflammatory agent. And you would have never guessed it, but this gel-based formula is even infused with lactose and milk protein to soothe any irritation and to protect against other harmful agents.